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ABSTRACT 

This paper extends the basic work that has been done 
on tero-sum stochastic games to those that are nonzero- 
sum. Appropriately defined equilibrium points are shown 
to exist for both the case where the players seek to 
maximize the total value of their discounted period 
rewards and the case where they wish to maximize their 
average reward per period.  For the latter case, conditions 
required on the structure of the Markov chains are less 
stringent than those Imposed In previous work on zero-sura 
stochastic games, extensions to n-person games and underlying 
semi-Markov processes are discussed, and finding an 
equilibrium point Is shown to be equivalent to solving a 
certain nonlinear programming problem. 
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CHAI'TKR 1 

INTRODUCTION 

A stochastic gann.' combint'S a finite state, dltcrete time sequential 

decision process with two person game theory in the following way:  at time 

n , two players arc Jointly in some state  l.l^l, ...,N,ln which they 

play a  K  * L   blmatrix game  (A ,B ] .  If the players choose row k end 

column Z    respectively, then a,   is the reward to player I and b.   the 

reward to player II.  The players' choices also determine  p   , the 

probability that the players move from state  1  to state  j  at time n + 1 , 

j - 1 N . 

A stationary strategy for player I in state 1  is a probability vector 

x - /x^l»xl2, •••, xlK \    whcre xik is t;he Probability that player I 

chooses the kth row, and player I uses  x  whenever in state  i .  Similarly, 

a stationary strategy for player II in state i  is a probability vector 

y. ■ /y^ity^T yji \ where yiSL     
is the probability that player II 

chooses the £th column, and player II uses y whenever In state 1 . If 

the players have chosen strategies x and y , then player I's expected 

reward for period n is 

Ki  Li r    r   1 
^   - ak£xikyli k-1  £-1  K  lk il 

and player II's expected reward is 

Kl      Li    i 

Ji iib^Xi^ 

At  time    n +  1   ,   the players will  be  in  state    j     with probabillt-y 



Kl   Ll 

PH    Ji   ill PiiX^il 

where the bimatrJx gamr  (A ,B )  will be played, stationary strategics 

x. , y  employed, and a transition to a new state made.  The game continues 

In this manner over an infinite horizon, the movement of the players being 

governed by the Markov chain  (PJ*) • 

There are several possibilities for the objectives of the two players. 

We will first study the case In which the players seek stationary strategies 

x ■ (x. xN) and  y ■ (y. , ..., yN) respectively which will uniformly 

maximize, for all initial states, the discounted value of their total 

expected rewards.  Then wc will examine the case in which the players desire 

to maximize their expected reward per period, and seek stationary strategics 

to do so.  These will be referred to as the discounted case and average rate 

of return case, respectively.  It is clear that what is good for one player 

may be bad for the other, so it will generally be Impossible for both players 

to simultaneously achieve these objectives (in the zero-sum game, this is 

always the case since with A - -B , the players have directly opposing 

Interests).  Hence, we turn to the concepts of a "value" for a zero-sum 

stochastic game and an "equilibrium point" for a nonzco-sum stochastic game, 

discussed in Chapter 2. 

The literature on stochastic games is not extensive.  The first article 

appeared in 1953, when L. S. Shapley [15] first described the game.  Shapley 

proved the existence of an appropriately defined /alue for t\  zero-sum game 

with total discounted rewatds as the payoffs.  He showed that an optimal 

strategy that achieves the value can be taken to Lc  stationary, i.e., the 

players can use the same strategies every time they are in state i 

Independent of the time period In which they arrive in state 1 , and he 



provided an  nlgorlthm for the dutermination of optimal strategics and the 

value. 

The average rate of return zero-sum guinc was treated by D. Gillette (4) 

in 1957.  Whereas the structure of the Markov chain governing the transitions 

of the players can be arbitrary in the discounted zero-sum game, Gillette 

showed that this is not the case when average rate of return is the objective 

if we hope to have stationary strategies yield a value for the game.  He 

accomplished tills by proving that if all possible underlying Markov chains 

are irreducible, then a value exists and can be achieved by stationary 

strategies, and he gavr an example of a game having a reducible chain for 

which a value could not be attained by stationary strategies. 

Gillette's results were redcrlved from a linear programming approach by 

Hoffman «nd Kerp [6],  Their results required the retalnment of the 

irrcducibility assumption.  In addition, they presented an algorithm which 

converges to stationary strategies yielding the value of the game. 

The results that follow generalize those above to nonzero-sum stochastic 

games and provide a relaxation of the in educibility assumption in the 

average rate of return case.  Following the work of Nash [13] on nonzero-sum 

games, the existence of appropriately defined equilibrium points for nonzero- 

sun stochastic games is proven for both the discounted and average rate of 

return games.  In the latter case, the irrcducibility assumption is weakened 

to allow for some transient states ac« long as every possible underlying chain 

has a single ergodic subclass of states.  For the average rate of return 

case, an equilibrium point is shown to be equivalent to solving a nonlinear 

programming problem and extensions to n-person games and underlying s mi- 

Markov processes discussed.  As a blproduct of these efforts in the discounted 

case and average rate of return case with irreducible chains, we got a 



characterization of  the  set  of stationary optimal  policies  for a sequential 

decision process,  the  process  that results  from letting one of the players 

be a "dummy" with only  one possible action available  In each state. 

; 
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CHAPTER 2 

DISCOUNTKü CASK 

2.1 Jntroductlon 

Since a nonzero-sum stochastic game can be  viewed as  the marriage  ct a 

nonzero-sum game and  a  discrete dynamic programming problem   (s'.'qucntial 

decision process),  it  comes as little surprise   that  the major results  for 

such games depend heavily on  the results and structure of both these subject" 

Underlying this  relationship is  the fact  that   the major element in proving 

the existence of equilibrium points  for  nonzero-suoi games is  the character 

of the set of optimal strategies  for one player when opposing a given 

stationary strategy of  the other.      But in a stochastic game, wren a payer's 

opponent  fixes his strategy,   the player is  »aced with precisely a sequential 

decision process. 

In the following  two sections,  reviews of Nash's work on nonzerc-sum 

games   [13]  and dlncrete dynamic programming will   be presented and notation 

set  up.    Then,  in 2.4,   the results  from these areas will be put together  to 

establish the existence  of an equilibrium point   for a nonzero-sum stochastic 

game with expected discounted totals the objective. 

2.2 Bimatrlx Games 

Consider a two-person nonzero-sum bimatrix game  [A,B] , where A and 

B are K x L matrices,  K , L < » , (A) . ■ a  , (B) 
i »J ^J * »J 

b      .    Player I 

(the "row player") hat     K    pure strategies    e. ,e   ,   .... e      where    e.     Is  the 

kth unit vector and player I's use of    e,     represents his choice of the kth 

row of the matrices    A    and    B    with probability  1.    Similarly, p'ayer II 

The games  considered arc   two person unless otherwise indicated. 

•' '^'     -T iniTttrf 



(the "column player")   has   L    pure strategies    e.,e_,   ...,  e      where player 

11's use of    e      represents  his choice of  the  ith column of    A    and    B    with 

probability 1.    Corresponding  to each pair of  pure  strategies     (ei,>e«)   •  om- 

strategy being  taken for each player,  are  the  rewards    a..    and    b to 

players I and  II  respectively.    Mixed  strategies    x -   (x^x.,   ,..,  x  )     and 

y ■   (yiiYo yt)     represent probability distributions over  the  choices of 

pun. strategies for  the  players, and when employed,   result  in expected  reward 
K       L K      L 

«Ay "    I        I    Äi,,xi,y»     for  Piayer I and expected reward    xBy -    [      [    Kt*^ 
k-1    *-l    Kt K t k-1  i-1 ' 

for player II. 

A pair of  strategies     (x   ,y )    is said  to  be an "equilibrium point"   if 

o 0 o o x      maximizes    xAy      and    y      maximizes    x By  .     The appealing aspect of an 

equilibrium point  Is  the  stability of  such a point  in the sense that  each 

player can do no better  than  to use his equilibrium strategy when opposing 

the  eqiilinrlum strategy of  the other.     (For a discussion of equilibrium 

points,  their properties and drawbacks,  see Luce and  Ralffa  [10].) 

J-ash set  up the problem of establishing the existence of an equilibrium 

point  for the above game by  forming a closely associated correspondence whose 

fixed points are precisely the equilibrium points for  the game.    Let 

X - |x   i   x e  E     ,     2,    xi#"^»xi,>0}    *)e player I's strategy space 
( k-1    k ) 

( L L ( 
Y-|y|yeE     ,     I    y«-1»y£*0(    be player  II's strategy  space 

♦1(y)  "/x   |  max xAy - xAy / x |  max xAy - xAy \ 
I xeX                      / 

♦ ?(x)  -/ y |   max xBy - xBy ) . 
i yev                 / 

Note: 

YxX 
♦!  x «2   :  Y x X - 21 A 



Now     (x   ,y  )  t   *   (y  )   *  *   (y   )  <->   x    t  $   (y  )     and    y     t   ^.(x  )   .     Hence 

(x   ,y  )     Is an equilibrium  point  of the game     (A,H]     If  and only  if     (x   ,y   ) 

is  a fixed point of    41,   x  4^   •     Having established   the  correspondence between 

equilibrium points of the  game  and fixed points of  the correspondence 

♦ -   x  4i_   ,   it only  remains   to prove  the existence of  a  fixed point   for 

^1   x 4»   .     Since    X    and    Y    are nonempty, compact  and convex,  this can be 

accomplished by Kakutanl's   fixed point  theorem  [9J  which  requires  that 

(>.   * $-    have a closed graph    and that    $Ay)   x t,^    *>e  convex an{* nonempty 

for all     (y,x)  t Y  * X   ,  all of which hold. 

2.3    Sequential Decision Processes 

Consider the classical sequential decision process with an infinite 

planning horizon and discount  factor    0   , 0 <  ß  <  1   . At the beginning of 

period    n   (n " 1,2,   ...)   ,   a player  (decision maker)   finds himself  in one of 

a  finite number of states     {1,2,   ..., N}   , say    i   ,  and  is faced with 

choosing  one of a  finite number of actions     {1,2,   ...,  K   }   .    As a 

consequence of choosing action    k  ,  the player experiences an immediate 

expected  reward,     r ,    ,  and a transition to a new state    j   , the latter 

k ?      k 
occurring with probability    p. .   ,    l    p.     - 1   .    Note  that both his  reward 

and  the  probabilities governing his movement depend  on the state he's  in     (i) 

and  the action he chooses     (k)   . 

A randomized stationary strategy    x    -/x...,x  ? xK   \  , 

i ■  1,2,   ..., N  ,  is simply a set of    N    probability vecotrs where,  every 

time the player is  in state    i   ,  x ,     is  the pvobability  that he chooses 

action    k  .    It follows  that  the  use of    x      in state    i    will result  in an 

A correspondence    ^  :  U -♦ V    is  said to have a closed graph if for every 

sequence    u* -♦ u      and    v1 ->■ v      with    v    E 0(U*)    V    q   , we have    v    e  $(u  )   . 

6      is  the present value of a unit reward enrned    n    periods in  the  future. 



immediate expected   reward 

K 

ri(x)  ■    1    rlkXllt k"! 

and a transition  to a new state    J    with  probability 

Hereafter,  the word "strategy" will mean "stationary strategy." 

V(x)    is defined  to be a column vector whose  1th component,     V  (x)   , 

is the expected  total  reward over all  future  time,  discounted  to  the begin- 

ning of a period when  the player  is  in state    i   ,  and strategy    x     is 

employed.     It  is  clear  that    V(x)    satisfies 

(1) V(x)  - r(x) + ßP(x)V(x) 

where    r(x)     is a  column vector whose  ith  component,    r. (x)   ,  is  the 

immediate expected  reward in state    i    and    P(x)     is the Markov chain, 

whose ith row,    P. (x)   ,   governs  transitions  from state    i   ,    when strategy 

x    Is employed.     From  (1)  we get 

(2) V(x)  -  (I - 6P(x)]"1r(x)   , 

the inverse of    [I - 6P(x))    guaranteed since    0 < 0 < 1  . 

* 
The strategy     x      Is said to be optimal if  it maximizes    V(x)   ,  i.e., 

if for any strategy    x   ,   V^x )  > V^x)   ,   i - 1,   ..., N  .     It is well 

known that  in  the  class  of randomized strategies,  such an optimal  strategy 

exists.     (See Hadley  [5].) 



2.4  ExIftcncc of Equilibrium t'olnls In Diwcounted Case 

Using the method of 2.2 and the structure of the sequential decision 

process of 2.3, we wish to prove that on equilibrium point in stationary 

strategies exists for the discounted case of a nonzero-sum stochastic game. 

In order to establish this result, it will be useful to show explicitly that 

when player II uses some fixed stationary strategy y , player I is faced 

with exactly the sequential decision process discussed in 2.3. To see this, 

suppose player II employs y . Then if player I chooses action k when in 

state 1 , his In.mediate reward will be 

•ik(y) - J^ \ihi 

and the players will move to state J with probability 

k ,-.   v  U- 

exactly the situation of a sequential decision process. Player I's total 

discounted reward vector now depends upon the strategy of his opponent,  y , 

as well as his own and he will seek to maximire V(x,y) - [I - 6P(x,y))" a(x,y) . 

Similar comments apply to player II and hin attempt to maximize his total 

value vector W(x,y) - [I - BP(x,y)] b(x,y) , when player I uses strategy  x . 

Let 

X - <x  x 
K    Ki ) 

- (x1,x2, .... x^ , x1 c E  , I    xlk " * . «lk £ 
0J 

be player  I's strategy space, 
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Y - {y  I y - (y1,y2, .... yN)  , y. c E     ,   I   y 
[ ' i-1 

be player  11*8  strategy  space, 

Q   (y)  - ix   |  max V(x,y)  - V(x,y)l 
I xeX / 

e2(x)   -  ly   |  max W(x,y)  - W(x,y)\ 

■  1   .  v       > 0 

Oj  x e2   :  Y  x X - 2 
YxX 

Definition: 

o    o The pair of strategies     (x   ,y  )     is  said to be an equilibrium point  if 

x0 t  6Ay0)     and    y0 t e2(x0)   . 

For any pair of strategies,     (x,y)   ,  both    QAy)    and    6   (x)    are 

nonempty.     So  following 2.2,  if it can be shown that    9    *  9       is convex 

and has a  closed graph,  then Kakutanl's  fixed point   theorem can be  applied 

and the existence of an equilibrium point established. 

Lemma 1: 

X Y 6.   :  Y -► 2      and    6«  : X -► 2      have closed graphs. 

Proof; 

A sufficient condition for 6.  Co have a closed graph is the continuity 

of V(x,y) . This is assured since the inverse of (I - ßP(x,y)] always 

exists and its elements are ratios of polynomials involving the x .  and 

y., while the elements of a(x,y) are Just bilinear terms In the x,,  and 
11 ik 

y  . An Identical argument on W(x,y)  and b(x,y) yields the closed graph 

nature of 6. . 

L 
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Lemma 2: 

6.(y)  can be characterized as a closed convex polyhedron whose extreme 

points constitute the set of pure strategies that are optimal responses to 

y • 

Proof: 

Since  player  I   is  faced with a  sequential  decision  process when player 

II  fixes his strategy  at    y  ,   it  is necessary and sufficient   to show  that, 

for a sequential  decision process:     (a)   any  convex combination of  optimal 

pure strategies  is an optimal randomized strategy and  (b)  if some  randomized 

strategy  is optimal,   then it  is a convex combination of optimal  pure 

strategies. 

1 2 
(a)    Suppose    x      and    x      are pure  strategics that are optimal.    We 

1 2 want  to show  that     x    ■ Xx    +  (1 -  X)x     ,  0   <  X  <  1   ,   is  also optimal.     We 

know: 

(1) VU1) - rCx1) + ßPCx^Vvx1) 

(2) V(x2) - r(x2) + 6P(x2)V(x2) 

(3) VU1) - V(x2)   . 

Now consider the strategy which consists of using x  for the first period 

and x  thereafter.  The total reward for such a strategy is; 

r(xA) + 6P(xx)V(x
1) - rUx1 + (1 - X)x2] + BPfXx1 + (1 - X)x2]V(x1) 

- XUCx1) + ßP(x1)V(x1)] + (1 - X)[r(x2) + ßP(x2)V(x1)l 

- XVU1) + (1 - X)V(x2) - VU1) 
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the  last   two equalities   fullowing  from  (1),   (2)  and   (3).     Hence,  using    x 

the  first  period and    x       thereafter achieves  the same  total  value vector as 

the optimal strategy    x     .     Hadlcy  [5]  has shown  that  this  is  sufficient  to 

imply  that  the  stationary strategy    x       is also optimal. 

(b)     First express an optimal  randomized strategy,     x   ,   as a convex 

combination of pure strategies.     This  can always be done  as  follows:    Le* 

e.   . ,     ■ /e,    ,e     ,   ...,  e,    \    be  the pure strategy which chooses 
Klk2  * •'   S       \ ,1    k2 Sj/ 

alternative    k      In state    i   .     Then 

(4) I        I      ...     I 
S 

k.-l k2-l 
Xlk  X2k XNkN

ek.k 12 .   k N 

To oee why  this  representation is  correct,  consider  the  first    K      coordinates 

of  the  right-hand side and write  as 

Kl 

I      Xlk 
k^l   i 1 

S 
Lk2-1 kN-l    £K2 

.  x.„    «e Nl^-k, 

Since 

"2 "N 
I      •••     I      x 

V1    ^ k2-l 2k,   '''   ^ " 1   ' 

this sum becomes 

J-ml 
Xlkl

ek1 " (X11,X12 XlKi)" Xl 

Simi 
i 

lar statements can be made about  components       £    K    + 1     through 
J-l    J 
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1+1 
Having shown x can be written as a convex I    K        i -  ,1 N-l  . 

J-l     J 

combination of pure sttategles,  let  us  simplify the notation of   (4)  by 

M 
writing    x -    J    A eJ    where    {eJ   ,  J - 1,   ..., M)    «re those pure strategies 

J-l    J 

«.   . .       with nonrero coefficients in  (4) and    {A     ,  J - 1,   ..., M} 
K1K2  ...  t^ 3 

arc the  corresponding coefficients.    We want to dhow that all  Che    e^    are 

optimal pure strategies.    Suppose chat    e      is not optimal.    Then there 

exists a state    1    for which 

(5) r1(e1) + ßP1(e1)V(x)   < r^x) + 0P1(x)V(x) 

because if not,  > would hold in (5) for all 1 which would Imply, by the 

same argument used in (a), that e  was also optimal. Since x is optimal, 

we must also have 

(6)       r^) + 6Pi(e
J)V(x) < r^x) + 6P1(x)V(x)     J - 2, .... M . 

Now multiply   (5)  by    A      and the equations of (6) by    A      and sum Co gee 

r1(x) + ßP1(xyV(x)   < r^x) + ßP1(x)V(x)   ,  a contradlcdon.    Hence, each    e^ 

is optimal. 

Theorem: 

An equilibrium point in stationary strategies exists for Che discounted 

case of a nonzero-sum stochastic game. 

Proof: 

Lemmas 1 and 2 Imply that the nonempty 9. * 6. has a closed graph and 

is convex.  Kakutani's fixed point theorem can now be applied to infer that 

61 x 9. has a fixed point and hence that the game has an equilibrium point 

in stationary strategies. 

■ ' 
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CHAPTKR  3 

AVERAGK  RATK OF RETURN CASK 

3.1 Introduction 

The development  of   the  average rate of  return  case basically  follows 

that  of   the discounted  case.     The existence of  an  equilibrium point   in 

stationary strategies  is  established with  the aid  of  a  linear programming 

formulation of  the  problem  and  assumptions on the   type of  Markov chain  that 

can underly  the motion of   the players,     the  latter   consideration  leads   to 

the  study of  three cases  corresponding  to  the nature of  the underlying 

chains:     Irreducible  chains,   chains with a  single  ergodic  subchaln,  and 

chains with multiple ergodic  subchalns. 

Once again,   the analysis  depends crucially on   the fact  that when one 

player  uses some given strategy,   the other  is  faced  with a  sequential 

decison process.     The  properties of  the set  of  strategies  that  optimally 

answer a  fixed strategy of  an opposing player  are  used  to justify  the use 

of  a  fixed point  theorem  In  order  to establish  the  existence of  an 

equilibrium point. 

3.2 Multiple Chain Case 

The objective of maximizing average rate of  return in a sequential 

decision process  is  the player's desire  to  find a  strategy    x    so as   to 

maximize  the column vector     G(x)    whose 1th component,    G,(x)   ,   is  the 

average reward per period when  the initial state of   the» system is    1    and 

strategy    x    Is  employed  every  period.     If    G,     Is  defined  to be  the  average 

reward  per period,  over  all   future  time,  when  the  Initial  state of  the 

system  Is     1    and optimal  decisions are made at  the  beginning of  every 

period,   then  It  is  true  that   there  exists a strategy  that will achieve    C 
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uniformly for all 1 .  This can be accompllslied by showing that for any 

randomized strategy,  x , there Is a pure strategy that can achieve «n 

average reward per period vector at least as groat as G(x)  and by using 

the policy-Improvement routine of Howard [7].  Hence, the player's objective 

is a realizable one. 

Recalling that when player 11 uses some fixed strategy y  player I 

Is faced with a sequential decision process, he will wish to maximize 

C(x,y) , while player II will seek the maximum over y c Y of H(x,y) , his 

average rate of return vector when player I uses some fixed x . If 

X and Y are the players' strategy spaces and 

■1 My) ■/* I "ax G(x,y) - G(x,y) 
xcX 

and 

♦2(;0 - fy  [ max H(x.y) - H(x,y)l 

we will again have the 

Definition: 

o    o. 

If 

The pair of strategies    (x  ,y )    Is said to be an equilibrium point 

o / o. .      o  .    ,   , o, 
x  c (^(y )  and y € ^(x ) 

An example due to Gillette [4] demonstrates Chat In Che average rate 

of reCurn case, stochastic games may fall to have an equilibrium point In 

sCaClonary strategies. Gillette's three state example Is: 
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STATK BIMATRIX GAMF. ANH TRANSITION  PROBABILITIES 

l.-l 0,0 

(1,0.0) (0,1,0) 

0,0 1,-1 

(1,0,0) (0,0,1) 

0,0 

(0,1.0) 

1,-1 

(0,0,1) 

1   .1 

(' ki    let    kt \ 
p,.,p 5,p  . )    are  the result of olayers' 

I and II choosing actions    k    and    i    respectively  and represent  their 

immediate rewards and  the probability vector  governing their  transition out 

of state    i  . 

Notice that once the players are in state 2 , they remain there for 

all time, and each receives an average rate of return of zero.  Similarly, 

once the players are in state 3 , they are sure to remain there forever 

with average rates of return 1 and -1 .  Hence, the players are only 

concerned with their strategy choices in state  1 , to be chosen with the 

Intent of maximizing G1(x,y) and H-(x,y) . 

To show that no equilibrium point exists, note that 
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/ {(0,1;1;1)) If y12 > 0 

({(1,0;1;1)} If 

♦2(x) 

y12-o 

(1,0;1;J)    If *1 -  (0,1) 

(y I y12 > 0)  If  Xj - (1,0) . 

Hence, there Is no pair of strategics that are mutually optimal responses, 

I.e., there Is no pair  (x ,y )  for which x c ^.(y ) and y e ((»«(x0) . 

The crucial point to note here Is the lack of continuity in the optimal 

responses of player I to a sequence of strategies of player II, That is to 

say, as y.. -♦ 0 , x. «= (0,1)  is player I's optimal response as long as 

y1? > 0 .  But for y.« ■ 0 , player I's optimal response is x. ■ (1,0) , 

certainly not the limit of a sequence of  (O.lVs .  This condition, which 

arises because of the multiple chain nature of the underlying Markov chains, 

is what is preventing the existence of an equilibrium point.  In the next 

section, we'll see that if the underlying chains have only a single irreducible 

subclass of states, the continuity described above will obtain, and an 

equilibrium point In stationary strategies will exist. 

3.3  Irreducible Chains 

In light of the multiple chain example of the last section, we see that 

for a general proof of the exlstvr.ee of an equilibrium point in the average 

rate of return case, we must at least restrict ourselves to games where no 

matter what pair of strategies,  (x,y) , is chosen, the Markov chain determined, 

P(xly) , has a single irreducible subclass of states.  In the current section, 

an even more restrictive assumption on the chains will be made, while in the 
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next section, we will return to the minimal restriction mention.'d above. 

Assumption A: 

Al 

an Irreducible Markov chain 

1 pairs of pure strategies,  /e. .    . ,e      • 1 » determin« 
\KlV,,KN lll2-"lHl 

Note that this assumption is sufficient to guarantee that for any strategy 

pair,  (x,y) , P(x,y)  Is irreducible.  For the rest of this section, 

Assumption A is assumed to hold. 

Since the chains,  P(x,y) , are always irreducible, the starting position 

of ehe players is irrelevant with respect to average rate of return, and 

G.(x,y) - G.(x,y)  and H (x,y) = H (x,y)  for all  i , J  will hold for any 

strategy pair  (x,y) .  So letting the scalars g(x,y)  and h(x,y)  be the 

players' average rates of return, we may write g(x,y) ■ TI (x,y),a(x,y)  and 

h(x,y) - ''(x,y),b(x,y) where *(x,y) uniquely satisfies "(x.y) - Ti(x,y)P(x,v), 
N 
I    *,(x,y) - 1 , T.(x,y) > 0 . 

1-1 

These inner products have the interpretation of weighted averages of 

period rewards, i.e., in the long run, when strategy pair  (x,y)  is used, a 

proportion TI (x,y)  of the transitions are made through state  i  and each 

time such a transition occurs, expected rewards a. (x.y">  and b.(x,y)  are 

earned. We can now simplify ^.  and ^. as 

My) ■<* I max g(x,y) ■ g(x,y)l 
I    xeX J 

7(x) -/y | max h(x,y) - h(x,y)\ 
I    ycY / 

and attempt to show that  $.  and  ♦. have closed graphs and are convex. 

Once again, since a player opposing an opponent's fixed strategy is facing 
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the UHual sequential decision process, wo can concentrate our attention on 

the set of optimal strategies for a sequential decision process, i.e., those 

x which solve the nonlinear programming problem 

Maximize  g(x) - n(x)r(x) 

(1) 

Subject to   I    x  - 1 
k-1 1R 

*(x) - -(x)P(x) 

1-1 N 

I Vx) i0 
1-1 

x , T(X) > 0 

Manne [12] showed that (1) is equivalent to a linear program which in turn 

was showr by Wolfe and Dantzig [16] to be equivalent to the generalized 

linear program 

Maximize  rz 

(2) Subject to   I    Q z 
1-1 

(?) 
2 > 0 

where 0  Is an N-vector of zeroes and, for  i - 1, ..., N , Q.  is a 

column in the convex polyhedron C  generated by the K  extreme points 

/ k       k k  \ 
Qik " [Pil PJJ - 1. •••. Vw1)  .k-1, ..., K1  and If 

*1 " A XHcQlk k=l 

with 
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Kl 

J, Xik - 1 ' Xlk ^ 0 ' 

then 

Kl 
ri " Jj Xlkrik ' 

Problem (2) can be arrived at as a direct consequence of seeking 

randomized optimal strategies.  The key is to recognize that, when in say, 

state i , choosing alternative k with probability ll
<k»l' ■ li •••» K  i 

Is, in terms of expectations, the very same thing as engaging in the singlf 

alternative represented by the appropriate probability mixture of  K 

"pure" actions.  This is simply a restatement of the second paragraph of 

Section 2.3.  Hence, if P.  is the probability vector governing transitions 

out of state 1  if alternative k is chosen there, and r   is the 

associated immediate expected reward, then employing the randomized strategy 

x corresponds to choosing a single probability vector 

Ki 
,k 
.x. 

1        k-i   1 1K 

In the convex polyhedron r  generated by the P^'s , to govern transitions 

out of state 1  and to earning the immediate expected reward 

Ki 
:i(x) ■ J,   rikXlk ' k-1 

Thus, suppressing the x's , if  P. e P ,i - 1, ..., N determine the Markov 

chain P - (P., ..., Pj.)  that governs state transitions, the associated 
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N 
iivrr.it'i'   r.itt' of   n turn  cm  he   fouiul  l)y  solvlnc,     fl  "  Tip   ,     ^     ".   •'   1   » 

1-1 

i     >   0     to  col   tlir  r. l.if lon.nry vector     t     flSROclntctl  with    P    and   then 
I ■ 

/,.T _  i \    /0N\ 
rompiitlnc  r .  Since solving I .    i / ^ " \ i /  ^or v     (uniquely) 

le.nis to Liu' lonipuUtlon of avcruge r.ite of return, we would like to pick 

those memhem cf V       thnl rtsult In the tn.iy iiimm .iveiMRr rate of return. 

Now we cm shew hew (?)   arises if we let 

1 l?i   " Ci\ ) 
Cl "  ()i ' Ql " \   1   /  f0r SOmt■  Hl t Pi  * 

Prolilrm (2) snvs v.»c would like to select Q.  from C ,1 «= 1, . .. , N , so 

as to determine a nonncRativc z  from Qz - I . / that will maximize  rz . 

But the K  extreme points of C  are clearly 

atul the  wclßlits on the extreme points of C.  that determine 

Ki 

Vx) - J, Qikxik 
k-1 

are precisely the same weights on the extreme points of P.  needed to 

detctmlnr the probability transition vector resulting from strategy x , i.e., 

column selection from C  is equivalent to specifying weights on the 

extreme points of C  which Is the same as specifying weights on the extreme 

points of  P , an cperatlon Identical to choosing a randomized strategy. 

This establishes n  J - 1  correspondenee between noliitlon-i to (2) and our 

orlp.ln.il problem:  If a r.imloml/etl slr.iti'Ry,  x , results In an avera/.e rati- 
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Ki 
f return g(x) , then the column« Q.(x) =■  £ ^^x<i( 

an^     z  solving 
k»l 

(x)z " \ -i /  will result In a value of the objective  rz «= g(x)  In (2). 

Similarly, a set of columns Q  , clioscn as a feasible solution to (2), 

can be expressed as convex combinations of the extreme points of the C  . 

If we let the weight on Q ,  necessary to express Q  be the probability 

with which alternative k is chosen in state  i , a strategy will result 

with average rate of return equal to the value of the objective in (2) for 

this corresponding feasible solution. 

For any strategy x , the rank of  Q(x)  is less than N + 1  since 

the first  N  rows sum to zero.  In fact, the rank of 

«Mp>:.:l) Q( 

is N as can be seen by considering the  N * N matrix Q(x)  obtained by 

arbitrarily deleting one of the first  N  rows of Q(x) .  Assuming 

Q(x)  is not of rank N implies there exists p ^ 0 such that  Qp = 0 

(suppressing the  x's).  Because P is Irreducible, there is a unique 

nonzero bounded solution n  to 

(3) Qo 
(»■ 

N 
more familiarly written o «= aP ,  £  a. " 1  (Chung [1]).  A contradiction 

1=1 

now occurs since  a = n + p will also be a nonzero bounded solution to (3) 

since the row deleted from Q can be written as minus the sum of the first 

N - 1  rows of  Q and the inner product of each of the first N - 1  rows 

of Q with both  Ti  and p  IF zero.  The last row of (3) is satisfied 

by o since the elements of  fl  sum to one and those of  P  to 
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zero.  This latter fait also assures us that  o  cannot be zero. 

We are now prepared to prove the existence of an equilibrium point 

for the average rate of return case with Irreducible chains.  Following 

Section 2.2 ag-nln, we will need to show the convexity and closed graph 

properties of 4».  and $„  • 

Lemma 1 

X Y 
^1 : Y -♦ 2  and  ^- : X -♦ 2  have closed graphs. 

Proof: 

A sufficient condition for $  to have a closed graph is the continuity 

of g(x,y) - iT(x,y)r(x,y) where "(x.y)  is the stationary vector of the 

Markov chain P(x,y) , and  r(x,y)  is the vector of immediate expected 

rewards when strategy pair  (x,y)  is employed.  Since the elements of 

r(x,y)  are just bilinear terms in the x,.  and y . , we only have to 

demonstrate the continuity of n(x,y) , where  *(x,y)  solves 

h'!!.:l)"-(». 
/
0
N\ 

or recalling the notation of Problem (2),  Q(x,y)Ti " \ , ) • As a consequence 

of the result on the rank of Q(x,y) , we can arbitrarily delete one of the 

first N rows of Q(x,y)  to form Q(x,y)  and write 

(A) it - Q"1^ 4r) ■ 
always assured of the existence of Q  (x,y)  for all  (x,y) . The elements 

of Q  (x,y)  are just ratios of polynomials Involving the x..  snd  y 

so that the (unique) solution to (4) is, in fact, a continuous function of 

(x,y) . An iden leal argument on h(x,y) yields the closed graph nature of t- . 
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Lcmna 2: 

^ (y)  can be characterized as a closed convex polyhedron whose 

extreme points constitute the set of pure strategies that are optimal 

responses to y . 

Proof: 

As we have remarked  several  times   In the past,  when player  II  fixes 

his strategy  at    y  ,  player  I   Is  faced with a  sequential  decision process 

that  we  can put   In  the  form of  Problem   (2): 

Maximize     3(y)z 

(5) Subject  to    QÖOz = {"j 

z > 0  . 

Since we will want to deal with a linear program with full rank, from now 

on, it will be assumed that the Nth row in (5) Is deleted, so that 

k     / 
Li  k 

Ll k 
Ll k      \ 

Pi(y) - [^ *nhi' •••• ^ pii^u * 1 ^ Pi.N-i'W ' 

k - 
P,(y)  will be determined by the extreme points P.(y)  and it, along with 

Q, (y)  and C.(y) will have the same interpretation as before except for 

their reduced dimensionality.  Now for any particular selection of columns 

Ki 
Q^x.y) - I   Qik(y)*ik 

k"l 

from C (y),l ■ 1, .... N , the system of Equations in (5) will be square and 

aj (y) ^  I l I ai,jy<jlx^ '  This and earlier remarks and the irreducibllity 
1     k-1 Vi-l      ' 
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assuiiipt ion imply a  ] - J  correspondence between strategies x and feasible 

nondegenerate bases Q(x,y) . 

As In Lemma 2 of Section 2.A, the proof will be accomplished If It Is 

shown that:  (a) any convex combination of optimal pure strategies Is 

an optimal randomized stratcRy and (b) If some randomized strategy Is optimal, 

then It Is a convex combination of optimal pure strategies, 

1      2 
(a) Suppose x  and x  are pure strategies that are optimal responses 

12 
to y ,  We want to show that x. ■ Ax + (1 - A)x  , 0 < A < 1 , is also 

an optimal response to y .  The analysts used for the development of Problem 

1      2 
(2), and consequently Problem (5), enables us to say that x  and  x 

1 - 2 - 
correspond to the optimal bases Q(x ,y)  and Q(x ,y) and x.  to the 

1 - 2 - 
basis Q(xA,y) = XQ(x ,y) + (1 - X)Q(x ,y) .  If p  is the N-vector of 

(optimal) simplex multipliers associated with Q(x ,y) , i «= 1 , 2 , we 

must have u, = U~ .  This is so because under nondegeneracy (which is 

implied here by irreducibility), the optimal multipliers u,  must price 

2 _ 
out the columns in Q(xt,y)  zero.  (This need not be true if the optimal 

strategy x  results in some transient states, for this results in degeneracy. 

2 -        2 - 
See Section 3.4.)  Hence, a(x ,y) - M..Q(x ,y) = 0 which implies 

2 - -1  2 - 
U,   = a(x ,y)Q  (x ,y) = Wo '  ^ now f0llows that u. , the simplex 

multipliers associated with Q(x ,y)  must also equal p  slrje 

WjQO^.y) = M1[XQ(x
1,;) + (1 - X)Q(x2,y)] = Xa^1^) + (1 - A)a(xi,P) - a(xx,;) , 

so  that    Q(x. ,y)     must  also be an optimal basis and,   therefore,     x.     ai: 

optimal  strategy. 

(b) Suppose    x     is an optimal  randomized  strategy with associated 

basis    Q(x,y)     and  optimal  simplex multipliers    p   .     Recall  that     x    can 

be written as  a  convex combination of  pure  strategies: 

'1 h 
,-1 Ic.-l     lkl Si    kl   •••  ^ ^ 
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S 
Therefore,    Q(x,y)  -  I   • • •   I x.        ...   x        Q/O ,y \    anc 

k-i   k-i lk]        NkN   \ kr,,kN   / 

Kl      h 
'(x,y) -I      ...    I      Xj 

k^l ^-1        1 k.-^.«(vv) % 

By definition    w    satisfies     a(x,y)  -  uQ(x,y)  ■=  0     ,   i.e., 

Ki h 

^ ••• ^i x ••• x [aK--v) ■ PQ(Ckr-v)]" 0N 

Since we want to show that the coefficients x,,  ... x.,,   in this sum are 
lkl NkN 

positive    only  if    e, ,        is  optimal, we break   the  sum  into  two parts, 
V..kN 

one  correfponding  to  the  set,     0   ,  of  actions    k. ,   ...,  k^    that  are optimal, 

and  another  corresponding  to  the  set    0    of  actions   that  result  in nonoptimal 

bases.     Now we have 

i  -x--x[aK-v)"PQK-v"y)] 
(6) 

kj^.-.^eO 

k1,...,kNcÖ «Ikl-x[aK-s.';)"uQK-v;)]'0N 

for where,  by  the optlmallty  of     u   ,   a(e .    ,y J -  uQ/e. ,    ,y ) < 0 

all    k.,   ...» k^j . 

But  under nondegeneracy,  a vector of optimal   simplex multipliers  prices 

out  all  the columns of  another basis  zero if  and  only  if  the other basis 

is  optimal.     Hence,   the  first  sum In   (6)  vanishes   (by  the  "If")  and  at  least 

one of   the elements  is negative  In every vector    >i (e. i,   »V I " Vi0lei, u   »V I 
\V',kN  /   "\kl,,-kN  / 

In the second sum of (6) (by the "only if") . Therefore, we must hnvc 

klk 
...   x^      ■ 0    for    k. ,   ...,   k_  e 0    in onU r   to maintain  the equality 
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In (6), and the icmme Is proven. 

Thoorein; 

Under AHSumptlon A, an equilibrium point in stationary strategics exists 

for the  average rate of return case of a nonzero sum stochastic game. 

Proof: 

Identical to discounted case with  $  replacing 6. ,1-1,2. 

3.4 Chains with a Single Frgodic Suhchain 

Having dealt with the two extreme cases of finite Markov chains In the 

last two sections, we are now left with the "in-between" case of a Markov 

chain that allows for some transient states, but only one Irreducible subset 

:e every row 
/Ai M of  states.     Such  a  chain may be  taken  to  look  like I   - I    wher< 

of    A»     has  at   least  one positive  element  and  the subchaln    P    is  irreducible, 

(The previous  section assumed    A,     vacuous.)    We will make  an assumption 

analogous   to  that  of  the  last  section and   then show that  equilibrium points 

still  exist  on  this middle ground,   although  the proofs of   Section 3.3 must 

be modified. 

Assumption  B: 

All  pairs  of pure strategies,     /e ,   ,e \  ,   determine a Markov 

chain with  a  single ergodic  subchaln. 

This assumption  is  sufficient   to guarantee  that  for  any  strategy  pair 

(x,y)   ,   P(x,y)     has a single  ergodic  subchaln.     For  the  rest  of   this  section. 

Assumption  B  is  assumed  to hold. 

Once  again,   the  initial  state  of  the  players will have no bearing on 

their average  rates  of  return which  can  still  be expressed  as 
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g(x,y)  "  Ti(x,y) «aCx.y)     and    h(x,y) »  " (x,y)b(x,y)     since  the solution  to 
N 

ii(x,y)  ■=  T(x,y)I,(x,y)   ,     I     ".(x.y) ^  1   ,   TI   (x,y)   >  0    n-malns  unique.     The 
l-l 1 

generalized linear programming approach (Problem (5) of Section 3.3) can 

also be used aj'.aln.  The proof that the rank of Q(x,y)  Is N given In 

the last section also holds under Assumption B and sustains the validity of 

Lemma 1 and the 1-1  correspondence between strategies and feasible 

bases.  However, the fact that a basis Q(x,y) may now be degenerate 

(corresponding to transiency In the chain P(xly)) leads to the breakdown 

of the convexity of i'-.iy)     proved in Lemma 2.  Specifically,  p  may be a 

vector of simplex multipliers associated with an optimal basis, but may fail 

to price out all the columns of another optimal basis zero, since under 

degeneracy, ciual feasibility of u is sufficient but not necessary for 

optimality.  Examples of the nonconvcxity of  $1(y)  in the presence of 

transient states are easily constructed. 

At this point, the natural thing to do is to turn to a generalization 

of Kakutani's fixed point theorem that would weaken the convexity requirement 

on ^i (y) , since, as remarked above, the closed graph property of  <l>i(y) 

still obtains under Assumption B.  Such a generalization has been given by 

Dcbreu [2] in an adaptation of a fixed point theorem of Eilenberg and 

Montgomery [3].  Here, the convexity requirement is replaced by the require- 

ment that #,(y)  be contractible, the topological equivalent of convexity. 

Schweitzer [1A] has shown that ^.(y) may be represented as a convex set 

with convex protuberances, but such a set may in general fall to be 

contractible, and it is not clear how to use the properties of the special 

structure at hand to show that t,(y)  is, in fact, contractible.  However, 

Schweitzer's decomposition of ♦,(y)  leads to another consideration which 

results in a way that circumvents the current difficulty. 

n^. . _ 
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Suppose wc denotf by  i^, (y)  that subbct of  ♦, (y)  that Is the convex 

"core" of  ♦-(y) , i.e.,  tjCy) - ^(y)  composes the protuberances of 

ij/ (y) .  Convexity will no longer be a problem if we can show that ty,(y) 

has a closed graph, for then wo can still use Kakutanl's theorem to prove 

the exlsteace of a fixed point for  iK (y) . This will be good enough to 

Insure the existence of an equilibrium point because elements of  "K (y) 

(and  ^?(x)) arc still optimal.  Interestingly enough, in Schweitzer's 

decomposition of  t.(y) , the convex set from which convex protuberances 

emenatc is the set of all optimal strategies x with associated basis 

Q(x,y)  that determine simplex multipliers lj(x,y) - a(x,y)Q  (x,y) which 

arj dual feasible, i.e., price out all the extreme points (and hence, all 

columns) of C (y) nonpositively for all I . 

More formally, define: 

^(y) ^i* I max g(x,y) = g(x,y) , aik(y) - VJ(x,y)Qlk(y) < 0 V  1 , k 
'   XLX 

where y(x,y) = a(x,y)Q (x,y)> . 

ip-Cx)  Is analogously defined for the generalized linear program that arises 

when Player II has to find an optimal response to Player I's use of x . 

Lemma 1: 

X Y 
tj)1 : Y -► 2  and i^» : X -^ 2  have closed graphs. 

Proof: 

Let  {y } be a sequence of Player Il's strategies converging to y 

and  (x }  the sequence of correrponding optimal responses of player I, i.e., 

x  c iK (y ) V n , wi th x •♦ x  . We have to show that x  is an optimal 

response to y .  Since x  e iK (y ) V n , a , (y ) - w(x ,y )Qlk(y ) < 0 V 

1 , k , n .  The continuity of  a.ii(y) » u(x,y)  and  QJ^^^  ^
S
 
assured as 

tt» 
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In Lemma  1  of   the   List   scrtlon with Aosumption  B crucial  here   In  guaranteeing 

the existence of     vi(x   ,y  )   " a(x  ,y  )Q     (x   ,y  ) for  all    n   .     Henrt«, 

a., (y0)  -  u(x   ,y  )Qlk(y  )   i. 0    Klv,,18    x     £   ^^ )   •     ^^^     h'ls  a  c,osotl 

graph by  the same aryumont. 

Lemma 2i 

i|)1 (y)     and     ^(x)     are  convex, 

Proof; 

Theorem 10, Schweitzer [14], 

Theorem: 

Under Assumption B, an equllbrlum point In static '■• strategics 

exists for the average rate of return case of a nonzero sum sotchastic 

game. 

Proof; 

Identical   to discounted  case with     i|/       replacing    9     ,   1  ■  1   ,   2   . 

3.5    Extensions 

The above  theorem Is  easily generalized   in two  directions.     The  same 

development  follows   if we  have an n-person stochastic game where an  n-tuple 

of  strategies,       s.,   ...,  s       ,  one  for  each  player,   is nn equilibrium point 

If  for any player,   say  the   1th,    s.     maximizes  player    i's    average  rate 

of  return when opposing the  fixed  strategies     s.   ,   1  5* j   ,  of  the other 

n -  1    players.     We  can appropriately define   the correspondences     iK ,   ...,   i^     , 
1 n 

each being a subset  of  the  optimal   solutions   to a sequential  decision  process. 

Consequently,  Lemmas   1  and   2 ho'.d  for all     iji     ,  so   that    ^ ■ 4»,   *   ...   *  ^ 
1 In 

has  a  fixed  point  and  an equilibrium point  exists. 
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Another  f.ciK r.il i/.»I I on  toiicrrn.s  tho  undciiylng   law of  motion  governing 

the  pl.iycr;,'   stntf   H nnsll Ions,     If  wo assume  llial   the  players'  joint  choice 

of  actions   in n  state  not   only  dc-lernilnos   their   immediate   expected   rewards 

and   transition prohubilities,   but   also specifies  a  probability distribution 

of   the   time  to  the  next   transition   (that may depend   on  the  state to which 

a  transition  Is made),   then  a  serai-Markov process underlies   the motion of 

the   players   (rather   than  a  Markov   chain when  the  above mentloneJ  probability 

distributions arc degenerate  at  a  unit  time)  and  their objectives become 

maximization of  long run  average  rate of  return  per  unit   time.    Howard   [8] 

showed   that   for  the one  player  case of  this  set-up,   an optimal policy  for 

the  sequential  decision  process  only depends on  the  probability distribution 

of   transition  tines   through   their   first moments. 

In  addition,   the  problem  can  be  formulated  as  a   generalized  linear 

program just  as  in  the Markov  chain  case.     All   chat   is  needed  is  to modify 

(5)   In  Section  3.3 by  changing     the  extreme  points  of     C   (y)     to 

Q;k(y) - Qlk(;) 

\^ 

where 

W^ 
i -I 

J; t"y' 
and  T   is the mean time spent in state  i  if the players use pure 

strategy pair  (ei.»ej)) •  Lemmas 1 and 2 remain unchanged for the appropriately 

modified ty.     and  iju so that the existence theorem also holds for this 

more general case. 
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3.6    A»   Kc|ulv;i 1 enct.-   Tlieorem 

Just  aa   It   Is  possible  to  pose a   sequential decision process as  a 

generalized   linear  programming  problem,   it   is  possible  to  cast   a  two-person 

nonzero-sum stochastic  gam.' under Assumption A as a progranmiing  problem, 

although a  nonlinear  one in this case.     Let 

E(y) - (Qn^y) Q1K W. •••. QNi
(y) W^)   be the matrlx of 

extreme points of the convex polyhedra  C (y) ,1*1, ..., N , determined by 

player II's strategy  y and from which player 1 Is to choose columns in 

problem (5) of Section 3.3.  F(x)  is analogously defined to be the matrix of 

extreme columns of the generalized linear program faced by player II when 

player I uses strategy x .  Let 

e(y)  • (aiiW»   *••'   aiK W*   •••,  ^l^'   •"•  aNK*y^)     and 

' 1 N      ^ 
f(x)  " /b^Cx),   ...,   b       (x),   ...,   bN1(x),   ...,   bNL   (x)\     be   the  vectors of 

' 1 N       ' 
associated  rewards. 

It  is easily  seen  that  the  linear  program 

Maximize e(y)w 

(1) subject  to    E(y) -C") 
w > 0 

is equivalent to Section 3.3^ problem (5).  Given a solution w to (1) 

above, we can get a solution to (5) by letting the weight on column  Q.(i(y) 

needed to express Q.(y) be 

Wik 
x. 
Ik   K1 

J-l  ^ 

and letting 
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"1 
Zl  C    ^    Wlk  * 1      k-1    lk 

Similarly,  given a  solution  to   (5),   letting     w ,   •  Z
J
X

4L   »  where    x  .      Is 

ay.«ln  the weight   on    Qji^y)     needed  to  express     Q, (y)   .   solves   (1)   above  for 

a  given   solution  to   (5).     Note   that 

(?) x,, > 0  if and only if w^ > 0 . 
ik ' lk 

Against player I's \   ,   player II faces the linear program 

(3) 

Maximize   f(x)z 

subject to  F(x)z ■» Ci 
Again, we have 

z > 0 

(4) y.  > 0  if and only if  z.,. > 0 'ii J ik 

Lemma: 

Under Assumption A, a necessary and sufficient condition for the 

strategy pair  (x ,y )  to be an equilibrium point is that there exist  u 

and  v  such that 

(i) (e(y0) - .0E(y0)]x0 

(il) (f(x0) - v0F(x0)]y0 

(iil) e(y0) - p0E(y0) < 0 

(iv) f(x0) - v0F(x0) < 0 

0 

0 

(v)   x r X 

(vi)  y G Y 
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Note: 

p  and  v  must bo the vectors of simplex multipliers associated with 

x  and  v   and probUms (1) and (3) above. 

Proof; 

The  existence of a    u       satisfying   (i)  and   (iii)   is guaranteed  by  (2) 

and  the  necessary and  sufficient  conditions  for optimality  of   the  non- 

degenerate   (Assumption A)   linear  programming problem   (1).     Symmetrically,   the 

existence  of  a     v      satisfying   (ii)   and   (iv)   is guaranteed  by   (A)  and  the 

optimality  conditions of   the  linear  programming problem   (3). 

Theorem: 

Under  Assumption A,  a  necessary and  sufficient  condition  for  tbe 

strategy pair     (x  ,y )     to be an equilibrium point   is  that     x     ,  y     ,  and 

some    u     >   v       solve  the nonlinear  programming problem 

Maximize {(eCy)  -  ME(y)]x +   [f(x)  -  vF(x)]y}+ 

subject  to    e(y)  - |jE(y)   <   0 

(*) f(x)  -  vF(x)   <  0 

x  e X 

y  c  Y   . 

Letting    6.     - 0    for    i ^ j     and     6..   - 1    for    1 " J   ,   the objective can 

be written 

N       Kl N-l    Li 

I     I     I     I   (akJl - P^ + 6
i1)

lJ
1
x
ikyle + 

!■=!  k-1 j=l  4-1   V J 12'   J  llC ll 

i       Kl N-l    Li 

L Ji il L tit'p"+ 4
IJ)

V
JVU - \+ v ■ 
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Proof: 

Sufficiency:     I.el     x     ,  y     ,   y     ,   v       solve     (*)   .     We will   show  that 

(i)   through   (vi)   in   the   leminu hold.     Feasibility guarantees   (iii)   through 

(vi)   and 

/rs r    /   O. O,, ,   O.,   0    .    .,,   Ov o,.,   o. .   o        _ 
(5) [e(y  )  -  u  K(y  )jx    +  (f(x )  -  v F(x  )Jy    < 0  . 

But  by   the  existence   theorem of   Section  3.3,   there  exist     X  ,   y   ,   w   ,   V 

satisfying;   (i)   throut'i   (vi).     Hence,   there  exists  a  feasible  solution   to 

(*)    with   the  value  of   the objective  equal   to  zero  so  that   equality  must 

hold  In   (5).     Finally,   equality  in   (5)   and   (ill)   through   (vi)   Imply   (i) 

and   (ii)    are  satisfied.     Now we  can apply   the  sufficiency  part  of   the  lenima 

to infer   that     (x   ,y   )     is  an equilibrium  point. 

/   o    o 
Necessity:     Let     (x   ,y  )    be  an equilibrium point with associated 

o o 
simplex multipliers     u       and    v     .     Then   (i)   through   (vl)   hold   implying 

x    ,  y     ,   p     ,   v       are  feasible  for     (*)     and,   in fact,  solve     (*)     since 

zero  is  achieved   for  an objective  that   is  nonpositive for  all  feasible 

solutions   to     (*)   . 

Several  comments   can be made  about   the   equivalence  theorem.     For  a one 

state problem     (N  =   1)   ,   the theorem reduces   to a  theorem given by 

Mangasarian   [11]   for  bimairix games.     Another  note of  interest  is   the  fact 

that  the average  rate  of  return  for  players   1  and  II associated with 

.,... . /  o    0\     . o .o ,, , equilibrium point     (x   ,y  )     is    u      and     v       respectively,   a  consequence or 
/O     \ 

the duality   theorem of   linear  programming  since    ^   I   i     /   "  ^M    
an^ 

v  I I   ^  V
N   A 1     /   '3e^,1E the  right-hand  side  of  both players'   linear 

programs.     Finally,   only  the sufficiency  part  of  the  theorem holds  under 

Assumption B since,( under degeneracy,   some  equilibrium points     (x,y)     may 

have associated  simplex multipliers  that  are  not dual feasible,   i.e.,   fail  to 
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satisfy (Hl) aiui/or (iv) . 

The complexity of the equivalent nonlinear program Indicates that It may 

be most difficult to find its solutions.  An intuitively appealing approach is 

the following iterative scheme:  at the nth Iteration,  x and y are fixed 

at some  x(n) , y(n) .  The associated optimal simplex multipliers, uin) 

«nd  v(n) , to the linear programs determined by x(n)  and y(n)  are then 

found.  Then (*) is solved with u    and  v  fixed at  Vi(n)  and  v(n) 

respectively.  This determines  x(n + 1)  and  y(n + 1)  to be used for the 

(n + l)st Iteration.  Hopefully,  xC^ and  y(n)  converge to an equilibrium 

pair.  But there is no guarantee that this process will converge to a solution 

to (*) (and hence an equilibrium point) since the possibility exists that the 

scheme will get hung-up around a set of variables x , y , u , v where u 

and  v are simplex multipliers determined by x and  y  and x and y 

solve (*) for the fixed  u  and  v .  It is Interesting to note, however, 

that to find the (unique) equilibrium point of a zero-sura stochastic game, 

this procedure works and is precisely the same algorithm as the one given by 

Hoffman and Karp [ 6 ] for determining the value and optimal strategies for 

zero-sum games. 

3.7  Possibilities for Further Research 

Both applied and theoretical problems related to the results given here 

present possibilities for further research.  Many authors have discussed the 

formulation of an infinite horizon periodic review inventory model as a 

sequential decision process.  The state at the beginning of a period is the 

inventory on hand and the actions available to the system operator correspond 

to the level up to which he orders while the expected immediate rewards 

correspond to the expected net revenue for the period:  expected sales minus 

expected ordering, holding, and shortage costs.  The probability distribution 

of demand and a particular choice of order levels determine ttie transition 
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probabilities that govern state transitions. 

Now consider two operators of inventory systems who stock the same item. 

If a demand is unsatisfied by the first operator, it is reasonabl~ to assume 

that this demand may revert to the second operator rather than be backordered 

with the first, and thus affecting the demand pattern and reward structure of 

the second. A similar statement is true about a demand unsatisfied by the 

second operator. Hence, the policies of the two operators may be considered 

as a nonzero-sum stochastic game since the reward structure and transition 

probabilities clearly depend on the operators' joint actions. Rational 

operators (in the game theoretic sense) of such inventory ~yatems will tend 

to seek equilibrium operating strategies. 

Consideration of s~ - h a problem leads directly to two possible extensions 

of a theoretical nature. A characterization of the set of all equilibrium 

points (perhaps making use of the equivalence theorem) of a nonzero-sum 

stochastic game would be helpful in resolving situations where one 

equtlibrium point is preferred by one operator and a second equilibrium point 

by the other, or a situation where one equilibrium point is better (for both 

players) than all others. A second extension would deal with the problem of 

parL!~l state information, i.e., a player has some idea about the state 

he's in (f~~ example, his inventory lev~l) but lacks total state information 

(for example, his opponent's inventory level). 

Other 3reas for further work readily follow from the consideration of 

extensions to basic game theory and sequential decision problems, e.g., 

co-operative games, various solution concepts, and allowing for a countable 

number of states and actions. 
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